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BlueMetal connects 
you to the Microsoft 
Dynamics CRM solutions 
that help your business 
run smarter. 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM 
+ BlueMetal Services

Why BlueMetal for Microsoft Dynamics CRM?
Your Microsoft Dynamics® CRM system is vital to your sales process and business growth — but 

it’s more than just a sales tool. BlueMetal, an Insight company, helps you enhance your Customer 

Relationship Management (CRM) system with a 360-degree view of both customers and products 

in real time. That means better connections at every phase, from inception to ongoing service. 
 

Here’s what Insight and BlueMetal bring to the table: 
 

 • 27+ years of industry experience

 • 150+ dedicated Microsoft resources

 • 3,600+ partnerships with hardware and software manufacturers

 • Microsoft Dynamics CRM Inner Circle member

 • Microsoft’s 2016 IoT Partner of the Year

How BlueMetal services will help your business  
With full lifecycle CRM, you’re able to attract and retain customers, offer consistent interactions 

across sales and service channels, and define and improve sales processes, faster.  
 

And with next-generation technologies such as connected field services and modern applications, 

you’ll get real-time data through the Azure® cloud solution, Internet of Things (IoT)-based 

telemetry, metrics and predictive analytics. Not only does this enable new monetization 

opportunities through IoT-enabled services, but it will also help you:

 • Improve service quality by proactively addressing issues. 

 • Gain insight into how and when customers are using products. 

 • Engage customers on deeper levels with customer analytics. 

 • Break down silos with customizable workflows for every team. 

 • Increase efficiencies with ubiquitous access for mobile devices.



Flexible solutions for every environment  
When it comes to your CRM system, one size does not fit all. Our implementation approach advances deeper discovery of your business needs, 

defines the design, architecture and strategy to address the challenge at hand, and reduces your risk in implementation and operation. 

Engagement models

New implementation
Upgrades and migrations 

(on-premise to online)

Current instance 
extension/

troubleshooting

Next-generation CRM 
initiatives 

Best for Clients using outdated 

CRM systems or no CRM 

systems

Clients using Microsoft 

Dynamics® CRM systems 

who want to take 

advantage of the latest 

features and capabilities 

or move to the benefits 

of a Platform as a Service 

(PaaS) solution

•  Evolving your current 

CRM system to 

match new business 

models, products and 

acquisitions

• Addressing usage and 

operational issues with 

your current Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM system

Modern applications that 

can integrate with your 

Microsoft Dynamics CRM

Features Connects new system into 

your existing environment, 

from Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) to 

accounting system to 

marketing, etc.

• Can be done on 

premises or hosted 

online through Microsoft 

(Office 365-enabled)

• Integrates with 

enterprise licensing 

agreement

• Fast troubleshooting

• Ongoing maintenance

•  New workflows, 

automations and 

reporting

• Intelligent Applications 

for advanced customer 

analytics

• Modern Business 

Applications for efficient 

employee connection, 

collaboration and 

productivity

•   IoT-enabled solutions

Case study: Weka Solutions’ Vaccine Smart-Fridge  
BlueMetal helped a health and life science startup create an IoT-enabled Vaccine Smart-Fridge, enabling Weka Solutions to improve and accurately 

monitor inventory management. The solution also helps the client leverage data to enhance preventive maintenance, avoiding spoilage and 

boosting business elasticity.

Read the full story at https://www.bluemetal.com/Work/Case-Study-Weka
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